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Are you a triathlete, runner, cyclist, swimmer, cross-country skier, or other athlete seeking
greater stamina?s method of endurance offers a truly &#147; Skyhorse Publishing, as well as
our Sports activities Publishing imprint, is certainly proud to create a broad selection of books
for visitors interested in sports&#151; Philip Maffetone’ The Stamina Handbook teaches sports
athletes how to stay healthy, achieve optimal athletic potential, and be injury-free for most
productive years.individualized” outlook and unique system that he has refined over three
decades of training and treating athletes, ranging from world champions to weekend warriors.
Maffetone’s teaching and racing philosophy emphasizes building a strong aerobic bottom for
increased fat burning, weight reduction, sustained energy, and a healthy immune system.books
regarding baseball, pro football, college soccer, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we
have a book about your sport or your group. Dr. Maffetone also dispels most of the commonly
kept myths that linger in participatory sports&#151;and which adversely impact efficiency&#151;
about stamina, such as: The need to teach slower to race quicker will enable your aerobic
system to boost enduranceWhy expensive running shoes can actually cause foot and leg
injuriesThe truth that refined carbohydrates in fact reduce stamina energy and disrupt hormone
balanceHow overtraining could be prevented in its earliest stagesAnd much more! If you are
looking to increase your stamina and increase your athletic potential, The Stamina Handbook
can be your one-prevent guide to schooling and racing efficiently.and explains the &#147;truths”
Dr. Good nutrition and stress decrease are also key for this common-sense, big-picture
approach. Furthermore to books on well-known team sports activities, we also publish books for
a wide variety of athletes and sports enthusiasts, including books on running, cycling, horse
riding, swimming, tennis, fighting techinques, golf, camping, walking, aviation, boating, and so
much more. While not every name we publish turns into a New York Moments bestseller or a
nationwide bestseller, we are focused on publishing books on subjects that are occasionally
overlooked by additional publishers also to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
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 I possibly could probably read again and find out more. The Maffetone method seems to
remain controversial (unliked) but I think a great deal of this is often attributed to unwillingness
to put in the time it takes to develop "a great aerobic engine". Those criticisms aside, though, Dr.
Following a usual MAF workout you need to feel energized and certainly not ready to match
"Rabdo" - that's totally out of sync with this adrenaline obsessed lifestyle.BUT - Maffetone's
training technique works. I like this book quite definitely..The book is simple to follow, and the
method is actually described.) circles around the athletes who just training high intensity. That is
my first full year without injury and without decreasing mileage. Browse the book, make an
effort and build your aerobic engine. You won't regret it. This book is crucial read if your goal is
usually to be fit AND healthy. This is actually the MANUAL should you have had problems with
running and injuries or not being able to improve your running. Phil Maffetone gets to the heart
of the matter by explaining you are probably breaking your body down instead of building it up.
You may seem more fit, nevertheless, you are most likely less healthy. It's the less health
component that creeps up and causes accidental injuries and in some cases death. This is a
must read if your goal is to be fit AND healthy. Don't Eat Junk Food I had high hopes because of
this book. After being introduced to Dr. Maffetone and his unorthodox training philosophy in
Christopher McDougall's "Natural Born Heroes" I found this reserve hoping to obtain a fuller
exposition of his teaching philosophy. The book begins on a promising be aware -- the trick of
endurance is definitely aerobic fitness -- but it starts to meander and eventually you are not sure
how various topics fit collectively. The book might have been significantly shortened and more
useful if he previously centered on the central themes of his teaching philosophy -- train slower
and do not eat junk food. Everything else, specifically the references to him reading scientific
content articles for fun, are not necessary and seem self-indulgent. It is also culturally out of
sync with the high-intensity-every-workout training that often (however, not always)
characterizes crossfit-like training programs. Maffetone's advice about cutting out processed
foods and exercising smarter seem spot on. I love Phil Maffetone I love Phil Maffetone! Phil M. If
you are interested in lifelong fitness and well-being then this is for you! Buy this book (-: This is
an incrediblly insightful & No other coach is thinking as progressively as Phil. Great assistance
on on operating in your aerobic zone. Great Information on nourishment to help the running to
become fat adapted.. The book is easy to follow In the year since using Phil Maffetone's MAF
method, I have been able to run two marathons, including a Disney World Dopey Challenge
(which consists of four consecutive days of a 5k, 10k, half marathon, and full marathon) without
the injury. It is important to notice that Maffetone isn't against high intensity teaching - it just
needs to be in its place - on top of a well-created aerobic engine.The book helps in
understanding the differences between your roles of the aerobic and anaerobic systems in run
training.. Thank-You A very good book! Take time to build your aerobic engine and you may
soon be operating (biking, rowing. Information matter. When was the last period you heard a
trainer talking about the significance of methylated B vitamin supplements? Just a overall great
publication.Build your aerobic engine - guidelines from a great coach A well-done book
summarizing the lifestyle that may support both health and endurance excellence. Five Stars
This is a good follow-up to the Big Reserve. I could have saved myself so much heartache.!!
Always adhere to his sound guidance. While overall I think Maffetone's training strategy is solid,
having less scientific scruple in the chapter regarding heart disease casts unfortunate doubt on
the science presented in all of those other book. Good, sound advice I'll read any publication
that Dr. If you haven't studied the MAF method.it addresses fitness from an individual
standpoint. You can find no "do 10x400m at 90% effort" workout routines. Its all predicated on



your own fitness and health status and is certainly a prescription for constant improvement
Great teaching approach but.. Strongly suggested. Maffetone takes a large amount of liberty
along with his assertion that heart disease in young, well-trained athletes is the consequence of
overtraining and poor diet. He fails to mentions genetics, which is often a key point in heart
disease. For instance, the medical literature has generated that the leading cause of sudden
cardiac loss of life in young athletes is a degenerative cardiovascular disease known as
ARVD/C (Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Dysplasia/Cardiomyopathy). This disease is
normally genetic in origin and could progress in athletes irrespective of their diet and teaching
routine. ARVD/C is only one of many heritable heart circumstances that affect athletes... I'm a
pro mountain biker and I desire I'd known about Phil 15 years ago. writes. Great book.... Through
the years I've fallen into every trap Phil describes in this wonderful book. thought provoking
publication by s brilliant guy. Take the running tips, leave the dietary plan advice I've put the
heartrate training guidance to good use and it certainly does work. I believe his diet advice is
pretty ridiculous, but I sure won't get rid of the infant with the bathwater. Four Stars The book
came it had been in good condition. It may not be for everybody, but for now, it's the method for
me.
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